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Abstract-To obtain the Stiles-Crawford colour change. the absorption of guided and unguided light by 
a cone outer segment as a function of the angle of incidence is estimated. The model is specified in two 
wals: the HE,,, model. based on a waveguide modal analysis. and the geometrical optics model, The 
measurements by Stiles (1937) are fitted with reasonable success. both for the intensity effect and for the 
colour change. using the phenomenon of selfscreening to explain the colour change. 

The Stiles-Crawford colour change has been explained 
in the literature as due to selfscreening of the visual 
pigment (Brindley. 1953: Walraven and Bouman, 1960). 
Walraven and Bouman (1960) have obtained a speci- 
fic expression for the absorption of light by the photo- 
pigment. attributing the Stiles-Crawford intensity 
effect to leakage from the outer segment and leakage 
from the inner segment. In this paper the Stiles-Craw- 
ford intensity effect is attributed to leakage from the in- 
ner segment. The expression for the absorption of light 
by the pigment in the outer segment. which will be 
used here. is specified in two ways. In the geometrical 
optics model the parameters. except the absorption 
coefficients. are not wavelength-dependent. In the 
HE, ,, model the parameters are obtained from the 
characteristics of the HE, .I dielectric waveguide mode. 
The Stiles-Crawford colour change is attributed to 
selfscreening. 

THE GENER.4L ESPRESStOFi 

From ray tracing and microwave model experiments 
it is probable that the StiIes-Crawford intensity effect 
is caused by the leakage of light from the inner seg- 
ment. The light leaking from an inner segment may 
strike an outer segment. When the light is incident 
along the axis of a cone a large part will be guided 
through the whole length of the outer segment. but 
when the light is directed obliquely to the retina the 
unguided light becomes important. Thus. for incidence 
along the axis of the cone the light passes a higher den- 
sity of pigment than for oblique incidence. which 
results in a colour change due to the phenomenon of 
selfscreening. 

To obtain qll~~ntitati~~e results some conditions have 
to be specified. It will be assumed that the cones are 
directed to the crntre of the exit pupil and that each 
cone occupies one unit cell, with area S1. of a hexa- 
gonal lattice. 

Let P, be the Hux incident on each unit cell. with 
angle O,, hctwccn the propagation vector ki and the 

axis of a cone (Fig. 1). P(C),,) is defined to be the fraction 
of P, that is guided by the outer segment. It is assumed 
that the part x(0,,) of the guided light is guided inside 
the outer segment. to account for the fact that the flux 
in a dielectric waveguide mode is only partly inside the 
guide. 

When z is the absorption coefficient of the pigment. 
the absorption in the outer segment due to the guided 
light is 

where I is the length of the outer segment (Snyder. 
1972). It will be assumed that the unguided light is pro- 
pagating in the direction k, (Fig. 1) with an angle 0 
between the propagation direction and the axis of a 
cone. and that this light is homogeneously distributed 
in the outer segment layer. The absorption due to the 
unguided light is calculated using geometrical optics, 
neglecting reflection and refraction of the rays in the 
outer segment layer. and assuming that the absorption 
coefficient and the maximum length d of the pigment 
crossed by the rays are small enough that exp( - &) 
may be approximated by 1 - rd. When a ray incident 
on an outer segment has travelled through another 
outer segment. the reduction of the intensity of the ray 
is neglected. With these assumptions, the light 
absorbed by the outer segment from the unguided field 
is given by I,,r L 1 Here 1 ‘is the volume of the outer seg- 
ment and I,, is the flux density of the unguided light. 

Fig. I. Schematrc drawing of 1 cone 



For I = 0 the flux incident on the lattice and the tlux 
transmitted by the lattice are equal and therefore 

Y, = &ffo\P, + I,COSfff)S, 

hrre S, is the area of the unit cell of the hexagonal tat- 
tice. 

So I,, = P, j 1 - P(O,,);~(cos(O)S,). and the absorp- 
tion due to the unguided light is given by 

(I - P(U,,)JP, np’ rl 

COS( 0) s, 
where $1 is the radius of the outer segment. Therefore 
the total absorption is given by 

1 - N4j v’ Il, 

P, IP(U,)(i - exp( -K(B,)d)) f I____. -- 

cos(c?) . s, I 

where P, = I,,S,cos((l,,b and I,, is the flux density in 
the incident field. For relatively large angles of inci- 
dence P((I,,) is small compared with 1 and the absorp- 
tion is approximately given by 

cos(@,,) rrp’ 
I,,S, I_-. - 

cos(8) s, 
xl. 

It should be emphasized that in general the absorption 
is nonzero in this limit. 

The parameters to be specified are P(&), K(&), rl. U, 
and rr$,:S, . The choice ofP(&) and of Ic(&,) will be dis- 
cussed with the specific models. The v&e of II is given 
by its maximum value (zf)_, the wavelength &,,._ for 
which this maximum is obtained and 

(Xl) 1 
%x,,i = __ as a function of : - -$-- 

C 1 
. 

wma, A ‘msx 

For the blue cone system rre, 1s obtained from the rho- 
dopsin absorption curve given by Wyszecki and Stiles 
(1567). For the red and green system rrct is obtained 
from the G sensitivity function at the retinal level given 
b? Vos (1971) hy transforming it to an equal quantum 
spectrum. The G function was thus used as a pigment 
absorption function (Smith and Pokorny, 1972). The 
absorption by the Lens and macular pigment was in- 
cluded in the calculations. The numerical values were 
taken from Wyszecki and Stiles (1967). A correction for 
the different pathlengths through the lens for different 
excentricities was applied following Weale (1961) (see 
also Mellerio. 1971). In the foliowing discussion for the 
red. green and blue cone systems &,9X was chosen to 
be 562~ 535.5 and 435.0 nm respectively. The colour 
change \vas calculated in terms of the red and green 
chromaticity coordinates ofa W.D.W. system with pri- 
maries 6457. 516.3 and 4444 nm, and normalizing 
wavelengths 579.7 and 487.8 nm (Enoch and Stiles, 
1961). For convenience the colour change for mono- 
chromatic light of wavelength & was expressed in 
terms of an apparent wavelength shift M. TO this end 
the point of intersection was calculated between the 

spectrum locus for perpendtcular incidence and the 
straight line joining the equi-energq white point (wave- 
length basis) and the point representing the oblique in- 
cident light. When the point of intersect~n is given by 
i .,,,,. AL is defined by Ai. = i,, - i,,, (Enoch and Stiles. 
IBtil). 

The parameter IX&,,,, was given the same value for 
the three cone systems. in all calculations if?/ - 
!fi,,i f 01 (radtans). To obtain the luminance. the re- 
sponses of the systems were added up with a weight for 
the red. green and blue system equal to @91, 054 and 
0.055. respectively. With these parameters an approxi- 
mate fit with the photopic relative iumi~ous efficiency 
function LL_ is obtained. 

THE CEOMETRKAL OPTICS MODEL 

In this model. which assumes the specific effects of 
the presence of waveguide modes to bc small. ~(6~) is 
assumed to be equal to 1. A good choice for the func- 
tion P(&) is P(H,) = P,exp(-&$Sf. The parameter fi 
gives the directionality of the inner segment. No 
attempt was made to calculate P&J from a geometri- 
cal optics model of the cone inner segment. It was 
possible to obtain an approximate fit with the resuhs 
for the intensity and coiour effect by Stiles (1937). To 
fit Stiles’ results. P,, was chosen to be @H and (z/f,, = 
1.3 for the three cone systems. rrp’/S, was chosen to 
be 0.083 for the red and green system. It was necessary 
to choose z$~‘S, c 0.083 for the blue cone system to 
be able to obtain a positive A2 in the bIue part of the 
spectrum. A value of I[$,‘S, = 0.052 was chosen. 

When fl was equal to I10 for the three systems, an 
approximate fit with the Stiles-Craw-ford intensity 
effect was obtained. However. in this case the A2 
curves for 579 and 457 nm, for example. are too broad 
compared with the experimental curves, and the 
observed oscillation in the Ai curve for 522 nm was 
not obtained. The ultimate choice far the parameter #I 
was 103. 110. I30 for the red, green and blue system re- 
spectively. A summary of the parameters is given in 
Table 1. 

In Fig. 2 the dots indicate the experimental results 
for the parameter Hi) as determined by. S&s (1937) 
and given in his Table II; the continues curve was 
calculated using the geometrical optics model with the 
parameters of Table 1. The experimental results by 
Stiles were obtained from the sensitivity s for a point 
2.75 mm from the point of maximum sensitivity in the 
pupil and from the sensitivity so For the point of maxi- 
mum sensitivity. assuming for s a relation of the form 

Table I, Parameters br the geometrical optics model fitting 
~pproxjrn~t~ly the results of Stiles f 1937) 

--- 

Mn,,, n,?:S, !I PC> 
- 

Red l-3 04383 IO? 0.8 
Green 1,: WfX? i iti 0.8 
Btur I ,,3 owi3 I 30 0‘8 

_ll__-...__ __-_------- ..-- . . . __ ___.- ..” -._.. 



The Stiles-Crawford colour change 

Fig. 2. Results for p(i). 
l l l l Experimental values of Stiles (1937) (from his Table 

II). 
Results obtained with the geometrical optics 
model with the parameters of Table 1. 

--- Results obtained with the HE,.i model with the 
parameters of Table 3. 

s = s,,lO- WJ” where r is the distance in millimeters 
from the point of maximum sensitivity. From the 
model p(k) is obtained in the same way, assuming B0 = 
OG45. r rad. 

In Fig. 3 the sensitivity q is given for i, = 440 nm and 
for I = 540 nm as a function of the point of incidence 
of the light along a straight line in the entrance pupil. 
The coordinate along that line is d. The experimental 
points by Stiles (1937) from his Table I are given by 
the circles: these results were obtained for a traverse 
through the centre of the pupil along a line 05 mm 
from the point of maximum sensitivity. For the centre 
of the pupil d = -05 mm. 

The continuous curves give the results for the geo- 
metrical optics model with the parameters given in 

-5 0 +s 4 cl +5 

dwm) d C-1 

Fig. 3. The sensitivity q along a traverse through the pupil 
for i. = 440 nm and 1 = 540 nm. 

o o o o Experimental rest&s of Stiles (I937) for a horizon- 
tal traverse through the centre of the pupil. For the centre 

of the pupil d = -0.5 mm. 
____ Calculated from the geometrical optics model 
with the parameters of Table I for a pupil traverse 0.5 mm 

from the point of maximum sensitivity in the pupil. 
- - Calculated in the same way using the HE,,, 

model with the parameters ofTable 3. 

d fmml 

Fig. 4. Colour change in terms of the wavelength shift hi.. 
x and + experimental results of Stiles (1937) from his 
Table IV for a traverse through the centre of the pupil. For 

the centre of the pupil d = -0.5 mm. 
--Y-- Results from the geometrical optics model with 
the parameters of Table 1 for a traverse 0.5 mm from the 

point of maximum sensitivity in the pupil. 

Table 1; these results are for a pupil traverse 0.5 mm 
from the point of maximum sensitivity in the pupil. 
The maximum sensitivity along the traverse was 
assumed to be obtained for d = 0. In both cases ‘1 was 
normalized to I for d = -0.5 mm. 

In Fig. 4 the colour change is given in terms of the 
wavelength shift Ai. as a function of the coordinate (1 
along the pupil traverse. The experimental results are 
from Table IV by Stiles (1937). again assuming for the 
centre of the pupil d = -05 mm. The continuous 
curves are calculated for a traverse 0.5 mm from the 
point of maximum sensitivity in the pupil, using the 
geometricai optics model with the parameters given in 
Table 1. In the ex~riments by Stiles the wavelength of 
the variable beam was adjusted to give the same hue 
as a beam entering the eye through the centre of the 
pupil Id = -0.5 mm). Therefore the calculated curves 
were displaced in the vertical direction so that Ai. = 0 
for d = -03 mm. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the model of Enoch and Fry 
(1958) and Enoch (1960). 

The value (u/)~, = 1.3 implies an O.D. for the cones 
of 0.565. in accordance with some estimates of pigment 
density (Miller, 1972; King-Smith. 1973a. 1973b). 

THE HE,.l ?WODEL 

This model was inspired by the microwave model 
experiments by O’Brien (1951). Enoch and Fry (19%). 
and Enoch (1960). First we will analyze these exper- 
iments. The model by Enoch and Fry (1958) and by 
Enoch (1960) consisted of a polystyrene foam cone 
mounted on a metal horn (Fig. 5). To characterize the 
electromagnetic properties of the model the cutoff par- 
ameter r of the cylindrical dielectric waveguide will be 
used here. Here I‘ = (2np/i.) (nf - n<)*,’ with /, the 
radius of the guide, i the vacuum wavelength of the 
wave and n1 and n7 the refractive index of the core and 
the matrix medium respectively. The cone is character- 
ized by two values of r, ~1~ the value of D at ptane A 
and cg the value of c at plane B (Fig. 5). For the model 
by Enoch ( 1960), when i. = 2.36cm, rA = 98 and 1-a = 
1.77. In this case the guided modes possible at plane 
.A arc the modes HE,,I. HE1_,, 77& and Tbf,,,, ; at 
plane B only the HE,. , mode is possible. 

It was assumed that the coupling between these 
modes is neg!igible. so in this case the exact form of the 
conical portron of the inner segment has no influence 
on the results (Snyder. 1970). 

A field incident on plane A will excite the guided 
modes and also a radiation field. The ffE2,,, TE,,, , and 

TM,,., modes cannot be guided to plane B because 
they have a cutoff value r = 2.405. and therefore the 
power in these modes will be coupled to the radiation 
field. The HE !, , mode. however, may be guided to 
plane B. Therefore the field incident on the metal horn 
consists of the HE, , mode and it part of the radiation 
field. For some of the experiments of Enoch (1960) the 
incident field was approximately a plane wave in the 
vicinity of the cone. In this case the power I t.t in the 
HE,., mode may approximately be catculated using 
the method given by Snyder (1969): In the left part of 
Fig. 6 the continuous curve gives 1,. , as a function.of 
Of for I’ = 3%. with unity incident power on the large 
end of the cone. Here II. = f1,, . d with 15 = 1 - u5~n4. 

i- ._ _. _-_-. 
1 

3°F 

1. 

Fig. 6. Left part of the figure: results for the foam cone. 
--_ The power I, , in the HEI ,, mode excited by a 
plane wave with unity i&dent power on the large end of 

the cone. as a function of At = @,iS. I’,( = 3% 
-. - B. exp( - /?fj; t. 

dight part of the figure: results for the HE, t model. 
__- The fraction P(&,) of the light incident on a unit 
cell of the lattice that is guided to the outer segment. as a 
function of fl;7 = @;;a. I’,~ = 3%. 

~- --- P,, rxpt -p@;k 

In the same figure a function of the form B. exp( -fif$) 
is given by the interrupted curve showing the iesem- 
blance of both curves. (3 and B were calculated assum- 
ing the equality of both functions for O,, = ci and for 
0, = f~/z& 6. Here 81 = p(ki - h’)’ “. k 1 is the propa- 
gation constant of plane waves in a medium of refrac- 
tive index n, (the inner medium) and h is the pro&a- 
tion constant of the HE,:, mode. The HE,_, mode is 
guided to plane B by which the flux density homes 
larger. For small angles of incidence the field on plane 
3 is therefore largely due to the HE,_I mode. This 
means that the left part of Fig. 6 gives appr~ximaFely 
the power that is detected. in relative units. as a func- 
tion of the angle of incidence of the plane wave for 
small angles of incidence. Enoch has approximated the 
experimental results for small t),, with s = 
,~,,, IQ,-““:, WZi!. 0,, in degrees. In Table 2 the theoreti- 
cal results are compared with Enoch’s results, esti- 
mated from his Fig. 5. 

The assumption that the NE,., mode does not cou- 
ple to the radiation field is not applicable when oa < I. 
In this case the power inside the guide is only a small 
part of the total. power in the WE,,, mode. The part 
of the experimental results of Enoch with 2. 2 3+&j cm 
falls into this class and cannot be compared with 
theoretical results at this moment. 

Table 2. The experlmental values for p(i) obtained for the 
microwave mode? by Enoch (1960) compared with approxi- 

mate theoretical Sdts 

P 
L(cm} Enoc& 1960) theary 

?36 0.157 0~152 
163 0.1 II 0.137 
2.X7 @08X 0.119 

-_____~--- _____ ___. . ..--.- 



The Stiles-Crawford colour change 

Table 3. Parameters for the HE,,, model fitting approxtmately the results of Stiles (1937) 

Red 1.7 0.07 4.759 1.321 0.07 

Green 1.7 0.07 4.929 1,368 0.07 
Blue 1.7 0,042 5.47 1 1.176 0.07 

When the detector unit of the previously discussed 
microwave model is replaced by a dielectric rod with 
loss a model of a primate cone is obtained (Fig. 1). The 
photopigment in the outer segment will absorb a part 
of the flux of the guided field excited by the field inci- 
dent on plane C (Fig. Ii and a part of the flux of the 
radiation field. For the specific model discussed here it 
is assumed that the HE,., mode is the only guided 
mode at the level of plane B. therefore L’~ < 2.405. It 
is assumed that in plane A the cones are touching in 
a hexagonal lattice. therefore in plane .4 the modes of 
the hexagonal array should be considered. As could 
have been anticipated HE,,, like array modes are in- 
deed possible (Snyder and Kyhl. 1966). For the present 
purpose the excitation of the HE,,, mode by a plane 
wave incident on the retina was calculated using the 
method by Snyder (1969) for the HE,,, mode of the 
single guide wtth the plane wave truncated to a circle 
with an area equal to the area St of the unit cell of the 
lattice. In this way the function P(Q,) was obtained. 
Pttl,,) was approximated by the function PO exp( -/1():) 
so that the functions are equal for 0,, = 0 and O,, = 
(II I’), ti PIO,,I and P,, cxp( -/JO:) are given in the right 
part of Fig. 6 for I = 3.S as functions of fjf with 0, = 
1) I/ \ 1). 

It w,~\assumed that the HE,,, mode incident on the 
outer segment will mainly excite the HE,,, mode of the 
outct- scpment. This assumption is justified when the 
difference between rB and ~‘c is small. In this case ti(O,,) 
is the part of the power of the HE ,,1 mode guided in- 
side the outer segment. x(0,,) is therefore independent 
of (I,, and in the following discussion will be indicated 
h! Ii. 

I; 1s the function indicated by tiO, in Fig. 1 I of 
Snyder and Pask (1973). P,, is approx 0.8 for the range 
of interest of I..~. For I’ > 2 fi may be approximated by 
/; = 0.22 1.’ 6. Therefore /I is approximately given by 

where 11, is the radius of the wide end of the inner seg- 
ment. 

The parameters of the HE,,, model for each cone 
system are $S,. 6. (xl),,,. and the value 1:,(700) of 
I’ ( and 1.,17(K)) of I‘(. for the arbitrarily chosen wave- 
Icngth of 700 nm. These parameters are. however. not 
indcpcndcnt. For S, = I.1 npf ; this implies that 13~ = 
l , I I.17t,JJ s, I ’ :, The parameters have to be chosen 
in such a way that rB is less than 2.405 for the range 
of wawlengths of interest and that rR and I’(- do not 

differ much. r(- determines h- and thcrcforc the etfrctive 
O.D. till of the pigment in the cone outer segment. 

To fit the experimental results by Stiles (lY37). r(. 
was chosen equal to rB. which implies that the refrac- 
tive indices of the inner and outer segments are equal. 
r&700) was chosen in such a way that I < I’( < 2405 
for XOOnm > i > 400nm. thus I I-12 < “(4 7(x)) 
< 1.374. The choice of the particular parameters in 
the HE,,, model was guided by the parameters for the 
geometrical optics model given in Table I. In particu- 
lar the values for n/l’ S, were only slightly changed. 
For the middle of the visible spectrum the values for 
0.22 r.i..i;i of the red and green system were chosen ap- 
proximately equal to the respective values for p of the 
geometrical optics model given in Table 1. The para- 
meter (z/),,, was chosen in such a wan that for the red 
and green system the maximum value of KY/ was sp- 
proximately equal to 1.3. the value that had been used 
for the geometrical optics model. However. the value 
0.8 for P,, for the geometrical optics model was chosen 
in accordance with the HE,., model. in which P,, is 
approx 0.X for the w hole range of interest of I’ ,. The 
tinal set of parameters. used for the comparison with 
the experimental results of Stiles. is given in Table 3. 
The comparison was made in the same WIJ as the 
comparison with the geometrical optics model. 

The accuracy with which this model fits the exper- 
imental results for the colour effect is not much differ- 
ent from the lit obtained with the geometricul optics 
model. However. the function /j(i) obtained with the 
HE,,, model is of a different kind. p(i) is given by the 
interrupted curve in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3. the sensitivity 4 
is given as a function of the point of incidence in the 
pupil by the interrupted curves for i = 430 nm and 
i = 540nm. 

From the parameters given in Table 3 ii, and JJ may 
be obtained. assuming II: = 1.340. The results are 
given in Table 4. 11, is not equal for the three cone sys- 
tems. the assumption that the cones arc touching in a 
hexagonal lattice is therefore not completely justified, 
However. this assumption has only hcen used to calcu- 
late the area S,. entering the calculations via the para- 

Table 4. The radius I,, of the wide end of the Inner scgmcnt 
and the radius ,I of the outer segment obtained using the 

parameters for the HE,, , model from Table 3 

Red 
Green 
Blue 
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meter n&/S, and via the calcuIation of the power with 
which the HE,, , mode is excited. 

From 6 the refractive index n, may be obtained. 
again assuming nz = 1.340. The result is II, = 1~390 in 
accordance with the measurements by Sidman (1957) 
on some vertebrate cones. 

DISCUSSION 

The cone models given above are simplified in 
several respects. For example, mutual differences 
between the cones of one cone system are neglected. 
Differences in geometrical form and optical constants 
are not improbable. The results by Makous (1968) in- 
dicate differences in orientation of the cones. However. 
from the results by Cable and Rushton (1971) it is im- 
probable that these differences are large. 

The inner segment parts of the cone models given 
above are more general than Fig. 1 would suggest. For 
the geometrical optics model it has been assumed that 
the fraction of the incident light guided by the outer 
segment is given by P(@,) = PO exp(-_B&$. For the 
HE, ,I model the assumption is that the HE,., mode 
is guided to the outer segment without loss to other 
guided modes or to the radiation field when t‘s 2 I. 

The calculation of the light absorbed by the outer 
segment from the unguided field has been very ap- 
proximate. In this respect we have chosen to avoid in- 
volved computations with specific assumptions which 
may not quite be justified. 

The geometrical optics model is an improvement of 
the model by Walraven and Bouman (1960), for it uses 
parameters with a more evident physical interpretabi- 
lity. The HE 1-s model shows some analogies with the 
model given by Snyder and Pask (1973). However. in 
their ideal average cone model the HE:,,, 72& and 
T&I,,,, modes may be guided along the outer segment 
when i < 652 nm. 

Their model does not include the absorption of the 
radiation field by the photopigment. When certain 
waveIengths are considered in their ideal average cone 
model the curve of the lo~rithm of the sensitivity tl as 
a function of the eccentricity d is too flat at small 
values of d. This may be seen in Fig. 5 of their paper 
for i. = 500 nm. Also, it may be remarked that Snyder 
and Pask did not explain the colour change. 

There is also an analogy between the HE, _, model 
and the model by Simon (1970). When the transmis- 
sion function for the wide end of the inner segment in 
his model is given by the transverse E-field of the 
HE, ,, mode restricted to a circle with area S,, the in- 
tensity detected by the point receptor is proportional 
to the fraction of light P(0,,) guided by the outer seg- 
ment in our HE,, , model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The model given here for the absorption of light by 
a cone as a function of the angle of incidence includes 
guided and radiated light. A consequence of the inclu- 

sion of the absorption from the radrarrd Iight 15 I~LZ 
nonzero limiting value of the sensitivit! 11 at large 
angles of incidence. This implies that fitting log ,/ II> ;I 
function of the angle of incidencu is oniy possible with 
a parabola at relatively small angles of incidence. ..I 
Gaussian ma! fit the curve over a larger range (Sam 
and Hyams. 1969). The model was specified in tw’o 
ways. the geometricai optics model and the NE,,, 
model. The results of the measurements of Stiles ( 10.3% 
for the Stiles--Crawford intensity effect and for the 
colour change were reasonably well fitted with both 
models using a maximum O.D. of the 1 isual pigment 
of (I.565 {(xl),, = I,31 for the geometrical optics 
model and a maximum O.D. of 0.735 [(%Q,,_ = t.71 

for the HE,,, model. 
The intersubject variability in the Stiles -Crawford 

colour effect does not necessarily impI> a large inter- 
subject dilTerence in the opt&l densities of the visual 
pigments. In our model the colour effect IS very scnsr- 
tivr to differences in the parameters. for example the 
djrection~tlities I$_ for the cone systems 

.-tL.hllcltr’il,r!Yc~}l,,~lr- lb ‘c are indebted 10 the &etherlands 
Organization for the i2dvancemcnt o! Pure Research 
(Z.W.O.) for tinancral support. 
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R&urn&--Afin de retrouver les changements de couieur de Stiles-Crawford. on estime l’absorprion de 
lumieres guidke et non guidite dans un segment externe de cbne en fonction de l’angle d’incidence. 
On utilise soit le mod&e HE,,, bai sur une analyse de guide d’ondes. soit un mod& d’optlque geo- 
mitrique. Les mesures de Stiles (1937) sont retrouvees avec un accord raisonnable. ;I la fois pour I’effet 
d’intensite et pour le changement de couleur, en expliquant le changement de couleur par un effet 
d‘ecran prope. 

Zusammenfassung-Urn die Farbverschiebung nach dem Stiles-Crawford-Effekt zu erhalten. wurde die 
Absorption von wellenleitermoduliertem und unmoduliertem Licht im Iusseren Zapfensegment als Funk- 
tion des Einfallwinkels abgeschltzt. Fiir ein Model1 ergaben sich zwei Miiglichkeiten: Das HE, ,,-Modell. 
das aufgrund einer Analyse der WelIenleitermoden aufgestellt wurde und das geometrisch-opti~he Modell. 
Die Messungen van Stiles (1937) wurden mit beachtlichem Erfolg besltigt: das gilt sowohl fiir die Inten- 
sit% als such IIir die Farbverschiebung wobei das Phgnomen der Selbstabschirmung zur Erkizrung der 
Farbverschiebung benutzt wurde. 

PeXOMt?--OIIpeRmeHO IIOrAOILleHHe HaIIpaBAeHHOrO R HeIimpaBReIiHOrO CBeTa HapyxHblM 

YAeHWKOM Kon6omi, B 3aBKCaMOCTE OT yrna nafieHRs, L[Jta nonyreHHsi CTa~~c-Kpay~op~oBc~oro 
%i%feHeHHII UeeTa. ~pexJroXeHb1 ABe MOAem: HE 1.1-MOAe3tb OCHOBaHHaR Ha ROAHOBOAHOM 

MonanbxoM aHamf3e u orrrmco-reoMeTpHnecxa3t hfonenb. M3MepeHHs CTattnca (1937) xopomo 
COOTBCTCTBYIOT KaK X&@KTy H3MeHeHWR HRTCHCHBHOCTH, T&K K A3MeHeHHK) IJBeTa, CCnlj AJIR 

o6aacweeua H3MeHCHHI UBeTa HClIOAb3yeTCl RBJIeHHe CaMO3KpUiHpOBaHH% 


